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1. DISCUSSIOX OF THE RESULTS 
1. I. By a linear group over a commutative ring R we shall undlerstand 
here a group of automorphisms of some finitely generated module over R. Our 
object is to establish Theorem 0 below. But the proof of this theorem 
involves two results that are useful in other contexts. The first of these 
(Theorem 2) states that if X is a class of groups that is subject to two mild 
restrictions and such that all finite X-groups are soluble, then ever,y linear 
X-group over a noethcrian ring is also soluble. The second result (Theorem 4), 
which merely codifies a well-known method of proof, asserts that if ‘1) is a 
class of groups satisfying a certain list of conditions, then every linear group 
over a noetherian ring is a g-group. Our arguments depend on a simple but 
rather useful reduction principle (Proposition 1). This may be paraphrased as 
stating that if a theorem of a certain type can be established for linear groups 
over Zi when R is a field, then the same theorem is automatically true when R 
is a noetherian ring. 
In order to state Theorem 0 we must introduce some notation and termi- 
nology. Let G be a group. I\-c denote the Hirsch-Plotkin radical of G (i.e., 
the unique maximal locally nilpotent normal subgroup) by q(G) and the 
Fitting subgroup of G (i.e., the product of all nilpotent normal subgroups) 
by Q(G). The upper central series of G is the ascending series (a,\(G); X z< T), 
where a,(G) = 1, for each h . 7 the center of c“ I/~,,(G) is nontrivial and equals 
a,.,(G):‘n,(G), but G/%,(G) h as rlrra center. The order type T of the series t 7’ 1 
will be called the central height of G and a,(G) is the hypercentev of G. \Vhen 
we wish to leave the central height of G unspecified we shall write the hyper- 
center as a(G). X group which coincides with its hypercenter will be called a 
J~qpercentralgroup. (This would seem to be a more natural and informative 
term than the frequently used “&l-group.“) IVe also adopt the notation 




THEOREM 0. Let R be a noetherian commutative ring, A ajiniteb generated 
R-module and G a group of R-automorphisms qf ‘-1. Then G has the follcxkzg 
properties.. 
(1) q(G) is hypevcentral and a E v(G) f, and only zy, [x, ra] =z I for all s 
in G and some Y, possibly depending on x; 
(2) Q(G) is nilpotent and a E Q(G) if, and only if, [x, ra] = 1 fey all x in G 
and some Y independerrt of x; 
(3) G has ce?ltral height at most w j- k, for some$nite k, and a E B(G) if, 
and only if, [a, r.~] 1 for all .x in G and some Y, possible depending on X; 
(4) a E a,,(G) if, and o&v if, [a, ,.s] -- I for all x irl G and some Y independ- 
ent of x. 
To the best of my knowledge, this theorem includes all the results on this 
topic that have been obtained so far. These all refer to the case when R is a 
field. Then G may be thought of as a group of matrices over R. GaraScuk [5] 
(see also [14], Proposition 2.3) proved that y(G) is hypercentral; GaraScuk 
and Supruncnko [6] showed that if [x, ry] ~. 1 for all X, y  in G with Y possibly 
depending on x and y, then G = 7(G); and finally, the same authors [7] 
established that if [x, ,.y] = 1 for all x and y  in G and some fixed Y, then G 
is nilpotent. These facts are all contained in parts (1) and (2) of Theorem 0. 
‘l’he first mentioned result of GaraSuk and Suprunenko reappears below in a 
considerably generalized form as the (1orollary to Proposition 4 (Section 2.1). 
It is easy to see that if G is a linear group, then q(G), Q(G), n(G) and a,,(G) 
(the four subgroups of Theorem 0) may all be distinct from each other. For 
let wi be a primitive complex 2%h root of 1 (i : 1, 2, ‘..) and let si , ti be the 
automorphisms of the two-dimensional complex vector space C” given, 
respectively, by (x, y) + (wix, y) and (,Y, y) + (OX, wiy). I f  g is (.e, y) --f (y, x), 
and A is the subgroup generated by g and si , ti , i -~ 1. 2, ..., then ,-I is 
hypercentral of central height w ( I. Let 11 denote the symmetric group 
on three letters in its faithful permutational representation on C”. Then 
.-f x B is a subgroup of the automorphism group of c” and in ‘-1 >: H the 
functions 7, q1 , oi, 01,~ determine four distinct subgroups. 
1.2. Theorem 0 is really a join of two results: first, it asserts that the 
v-arious types of Engel elements constitute subgroups and secondly, it gives 
information on the structure of these subgroups. 
\\;e propose to employ the same notation as in our earlier paper [/U], 
but we recapitulate the salient features. If  <4 and B are subsets of an arbitrary 
group G, then .q e 11 means [a, rb] -= I f  or all cc in <3, b in R and some Y ~~ i-(a, b). 
\\:e write .d !e B, or A et R, if Y can be chosen independently of a in -4, or of 
b in B, respectively. Then L(G), /;(G), R(G), A(G) denote the sets of all 
g in G satisfying G eg, G 1 eg, g e G, g e j G, respectively (called the left, bounded 
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left, right and bounded right Engel elements of G). (Cf. [/O], Section 1.3, 
p. 439.) It is still an unsolved problem whether any of these subsets can ever 
fail to be a subgroup. (In this connexion, confer the Corollary to Proposition 4, 
below.) 
The Engel elements arc closely connected with four characteristic sub- 
groups of G. I,et N be a subgroup and suppose there exists an ascending 
series from I-Z to G. L1Tc write N -n-s! G and we shall call II an ascendant 
suh~~ou~ of G. (‘l’his term, due to P. Hall, is preferable to the term “serial 
subgroup” introduced in [9], p. 152.) If  th e series is finite WC‘ shall :say H is 
subtzormal in G (instead of finitely-serial) and write H -l<j G. In particular, 
iI k <:I G shall mean that the series has length at most k (so that IY 1 -cl G 
or II -1 G means that II is normal in G). The four characteristic subgroups 
referred to above may now be defined as follows: (I) o(G) is the union of all 
cyclic ascendant subgrollps of G; (2) O(G) is th L’ union of all cyclic subnormal 
subgroups of G; (3) p(G) is the set of all a so that for cvcry s in G we have 
Gp(xj cc; u Gp{x, a’] ; and (4) p(G) is the set of all a so that for every s in G 
we have Gp(x) hi G$(x, a”) with some k independent of ‘2. (Here a’ 
denotes the conjugacy class of u.) All these characteristic subgroups lie in 
the Hirsch-Plotkin radical v(G). The Fitting subgroup ql(G) is contained 
in C(G). 
\\‘c let @ denote the class of all groups G in which o(G) -= L(G), 
7 - G(G) == L(G), p(G) = R(G) and p(G) = R(G). 7’he first of these equalities 
implies o(G) = 7(G). A result of L. G. Kovics and B. H. Neumann (un- 
published) shows that this equality is not universally true. Hence g is certainly 
not the class of all g1-oups. It is now also known that the inequality 
v(G) < L(G) may be strict: this follows from the recent important work of 
E. S. Golod and I. K. fiafarcvi? [8]. We remark that Golod’s finitely generated 
non-nilpotent Engel group cannot be isomorphic to a linear group over any 
commutative ring: this is a consequence of the Corollary to Proposition 4 
(Section 2.1). 
The results of [IO] (particularly Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, p. 438) suggest a 
criterion for judging whether the above four characteristic subgroups arc 
well-behaved in a given group or not. Let T, denote the class of all groups G 
such that 7(G) is hypercentral (and therefore o(G) = q(G)), (5(G) is nilpotcnt 
(and therefore Q(G) -= o(G)), p(G) a(G) and p(G) ~~ a,(G). The class 
3 n CF may be thought of as the class of groups with a good Engel structure. 
Let ii be a commutative ring and Q(R) the class of all groups that are 
Isomorphic to a group of automorphisms of some finitely generated X-module. 
Then ‘I‘hcorem 0 may be restated as 
THEOREM 1. If  R is noetherian, then 
(i) c’(R) < (5; 
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(ii) C(R) < 3,; and 
(iii) all groups in g(Iz) have central height < 0~2. 
1.3. In order to prove Theorem 1 (i) it is enough to show that if G t I?(K) 
and G = GpJL(G) u K(G):, then G is soluble. This follows from Theorem 
1.5 of [10]. (The hypothesis of that theorem concerning local nilpotence is 
redundant in view of l’hcorem 4 of [Y].) 
\t;c let YI, ;i-, 8 and 5 denote, respectively, the class of all abelian, finite, 
finitely generated, and soluhlc groups and v-e shall employ the usual product 
notation for extensions (cf. [IO], Section 1.2, 1). 347). In addition vve use 
Hall’s calculus of closure operations (cf. [I.?], Section I .3, p. 533). TVe shall 
need S (subgroup closure), Q (quotient group closure), L (local closure) and 
R, which we define as follows: X :- R,,X means that whenever G,K, E x 
and G/k-, F X then G/k; n 1;” t X. 
THEOREM 2. If X is a class of groups satisfying (i) QX = X, 
(ii) 9 < L(f.5 n X), (iii) X n 3 r;. S, and R is a noetheriax commutative ring, 
thell .t f-l i!(R) < 6. 
C’ondition (ii) says that if G is in X, then every finitely generated subgroup 
lies in a finitely generated X-subgroup. Of course, this is automatically true 
if X is S-closed. Rut we wish to apply the thcorcm when X is all groups G 
such that G Gp{L(G) u l?(G)). There is no obvious reason why this class 
need bc S-closed. But it clearly satisfics (ii). Also (i) is obvious and (iii) is a 
theorem of User [I]. Hence linear groups in the class are soluble and there- 
fore, by our earlier remark, Theorem I (i) follows. 
Other applications of Theorem 2 come to mind. ‘I’hus f  could be the class 
of groups in which every element has finite order divisible by at most two 
fixed primes: condition (iii) is the pq-theorem of Burnside. Again, X could be 
the class of all groups in which every two-generator subgroup is soluble: 
here (iii) is an unpublished result of John Thompson. 
I .4. ‘l’urning now to part (ii) of Theorem I, we shall deduce this from 
the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Let R be a noetherian commutative ring and G E Q(R). If 
H is a normal subgroup of G, then 
(i) H c G implies H < a(G); while 
(ii) H 1 ‘e G implies H < o1 2( G) for some jim?e t. 
Proof qf Theorem I (ii). Let G E f?(R). Then p(G) e G implies p(G) & a(Gj, 
by Theorem 3 (i), and thus p(G) y  a(G). In particular, ~(q(Gj) = a(v(G)). 
But p(q(G)) 7(G), by Theorem 1 (i), and therefore 7(G) is hypercentral. 
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I f  a Ed and A = Gp{a”}, then A Ie G. Thus A < a,(G), by Theo- 
rem 3 (ii), and so p(G) == z,(G). Finally, G ‘e 6(G) implies 6(G) ]E 6(G) 
and therefore, again by Theorem 3 (ii), 6(G) is nilpotent. 
Theorem 3 will follow, in turn, from 
THEOREM 4. Let R be a noetherian commutative ring and suppose $8 is a 
class of groups subject to the following conditions: 
(i) O(R) n YJz L< 2); 
(ii) if G is a guoup of automorphisms of a finitel?, Rerlerated R-modui’e .-I and 
% is the group of all automoFphic scalar multiplicatious (i.e., all automorphisms 
Yl,, 1 where .Y is an inaevtihle element of R) , then G% E ‘I) if, and only if, G F 9) ; 
(iii) if G E c’(K) and q(G) E 3 thex G E ‘1); 
(iv) if G is a group of automo;~phisms of a Jinitely generated R-module =i 
a& h’ is a G-invariant submodule such that the automovphism ‘croups induced 
b-y G otz .-1/B and B both lie in ‘!) then G is it1 ‘!). 
1 ‘t,rJel* these circumstances, Q(R) :‘I 2). 
I& j)I be the class of all groups such that for every locally nilpotent normal 
subgroup I1 satisfying f f  e G we have IT .- U(G). Further, let ‘I), be the class 
of all groups with the followin,q property: if N is a locally nilpotent normal 
subgroup of G such that I/ Ie G, then I1 ..r a,(G) for some finite t. Suppose 
WC: can verify the listed conditions for both ?jl and gs . ‘I‘hen Theorem 4 
asserts ?(R) C ‘& n +Jlr. if mw G E z(R), H -3 G and Ii e G, then f f  < ‘i(G) 
bp ‘I’hcorem 1 (i). Since C; E ?lJ n 21, , Theorem 3 is proved. 
Condition (ii) obviously holds for both 11, and ?I2 , while the verification 
of (i) and (iii) is straightforward (and given in Section 3.2). Condition (iv) 
is more interesting. If  G is a ,group as in (iv) and K is the subgroup of all 
elements that act triviallv on both .&l/B and 13, then G/K E R,,!). It is obvious 
that ‘2)1 and !lz are R,,-closed. Hence if ‘I) 1 ‘I), (i = 1, 2), G/K E ‘JJ, . To 
deduce that G itself is in $11, we shall riced 
THEOREM 5. If R is a noetherian commutative ring, A is afinitely generated 
R-module amf .I is a R-a(yefwa qf endomovphisms of .1. gerzeratect as R--module 
by local& nilpotent etzdomot@~isms, theu 11 is trilpotent. 
1Vc mention in passing the following immediate corollary. 
COROLLARY. If R is a noetherian commutative ring and fl is a R-algebra 
that is generated as R-module by a jkite number of &potent elements, then A is 
nilpotent. 
This corollary improves Proposition 2.1 of [IO] as well as two theorems of 
Barnes [2]. 
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1.5. In order to prove ‘I’heorcms 2, 4, and I (iii) we shall make use of 
the following result. 
P~opos1T10N 1. Let X be a Q-closed class of groups and ‘1) a class satis- 
fying condition (iv) of Theorem 4. [f 3’ n l!(K) ” 2) ,foy all jields R. then 
.t’ n i!(R) c 92 fey all northinn rwwmtaticzr viqs R. 
Let J denote the class of all groups aith central height ~2. i1-e shall 
find that this class satisfics condition (iv) of ‘I’hcorem 4 and thus, by Proposi- 
tion I (with X the class of all groups), MC’ only need to pro\-e Theorem I (iii) 
when R is a field. Then we may even assume I? to bc an algebraically closed 
field. To deal with this case WC must know that X((G) contains a triangulabie 
subgroup, say llI, of finite index in a(G) and normal in G. Then ,(G)jYU 
is a finite normal subgroup of G:118. ‘L’hercfore there exists an integer f  such 
that [a(G), tG] = 7’ is contained in 11~2 and hence ‘I’ is triangulahie. The proof 
of ‘I’heorem 1 (iii) will then bc completed by establishing 
PROPOSITION 2. If  F is a $eld, G c L’(F) and T is a tviangulable normal 
subgroup of G colztained in the h<vpercenteF, thw 7’ x(q. 
‘I’he proof of the existence of the subgroup 111, mentioned above, involves 
the Lvell-known theorem of Iiolchin-AIal’ccv that cl-cry soluble group of 
matrices over an algebraically closed field contains a triangulable normal 
su!;group of finite index. It may be worth remarking (although we shall 
make no use of it here) that Proposition 1 enables one to generalize this 
theorem in the following form: 
<fR is a noetherian commutative ring a& G is a solublegioup ?f automovpkisms 
of the finzte/~~ generated R-module .-I, thex G contains a subgroup of jinite index 
7diose commutator gyoup stabilizes a jnite series of L4. 
‘I’he remainder of the paper is divided into three sections. ‘l’he first of these 
contains the proofs of ‘I’heorrms 2 and 4; the second is devoted to the proof 
of ‘L’heorem 5 and the verification of conditions (i), (iii), and (iv) of Theorem 4 
for the classes 2)1 and 9J2 (thereby completing the proof of Tl.eorem 3); and 
the last section contains the proof of ‘I’heorem I (iii). 
2. PROOFS OF THEOREM 2 AKD THEOREM 4 
2.1. If  A is a finitely generated R-module, we shall denote the group of all 
ii-automorphisms of .-I by Aut, A. If  C f  is a subgroup of -\ut, A and B 
is a G-invariant submodule of -4, Eve shall write G l,B for the image of G 
under the homomorphism induced by .I -+ .-I /.B and GB for the image of G 
under the restriction G -+ Xut, B. 
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LEMMA 1. Suppose 3 is a class of groups satisfying the conditions (i) and 
(iii) of Theorem 2 and that R is a$nitelygenerated ring. Let A be a free R-module 
of rank n and r1 = 0, wlzere r is the nilradical of R. If  G is an X-su@‘oup of 
Aut, A, then G E 2F, zchere k depends only on n and t. 
Proof. I f  m is a maximal ideal of R then R,‘m is finite and r is the inter- 
section of all such m (cf. Corollary 1, p. 68 [Jj).’ For each m, GAIAm is finite 
and hence soluble (by the hypothesis on X). Since A/Ant is a vector space over 
the field Rlnt of dimension n, by a theorem of Zassenhaus [Z5], there exists an 
integer n’, depending only on n, so that GAjar,, has derived length at most n’. 
Hence G/K E ‘11”’ where K is the intersection of the kernels of all homomor- 
phisms G --f GAia,r, . mce A is a direct sum of copies of Ii, n :lln : ‘-1~ 
and thus d(K -- I) “Jr. ” I 
For each positivz integer i, define K, to be all elements ,g in G 
such that A(g - 1) -< 4x3. Then K, is the kernel of the homom’orphism 
G - Aut, Aq,Izlri, K1 = K and K, == I. I f  .x E Ki , y  E Kj , then clearly 
.-l(s ~~ I) (y -- 1) < -4ri+j and hence 
A([x, y] -~- 1) := A(.xy - yx) < .4rif’. 
Thus [Rj , Kj] < K,+. and so K is nilpotent of class ( t. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let X be a class of groups satisfying the conditions (i), (ii), 
(iii) of Theorem 2. Suppose R is a commutative ying with nilpotent nilvadical and 
that A is a finitely generated free R-module. If G is an X-subgroup of Aut, 4, 
then G is soluble. 
Proof. Let I-I be a finitely generated X-subgroup of G and suppose 
II = Gp{h, , . . . . h,,, >, where each hi1 equals some hj, I f  A 7 a,R “;I ... @ a,&R, 
then each ajh, can be written as a R-linear sum of a, , ..., arL , say 
Let S be the subring of R generated b! 
and let B =- a,S @ ... i;i; a,S. ‘l’hen R is W-invariant and ZZ < Aut, B. 
If  r* == 0, where r is the nilradical of R, then (S n r)[ 0, where S n r 
is the nilradical of S. It follows from Lemma 1 that E-I E 91”‘, where k = k(n, t). 
1 I wish to thank Hyman Bass for draeing my attention to the use of Hilbert’s 
zero theorem in this connexion. Apart from this, the present proof is essentially a 
repeat of the argument in [6j. 
\Ye now conclude, using condition (ii) on f, that G E L’2I’: and thus G E ?Ik. 
I>yoof of I’ro,t~o~ition 1. I,ct R he a noethcrian ring, -4 a finitely generated 
R-module and G an X-subgroup of Aut,? .I. I f  G $ 2), tlrcn there exists a 
G-invariant submodulc C such that C ,, (. (: 4) but C;,4 B E \!) for all G-invariant 
submodules R ’ C. We shall obtain a contradiction bv proving that 
GA’C E q. U’ithout loss of generality NC’ m:rv assume that C‘ - 0. 
Let n be a maximal element of .\ss (:-I) ([3]: C‘ orollarv 1 1 1~. 132) and denote 
by B the set of all a in A such that rrp 0. ‘I’hcn B is a fully invariant sub 
module and hence it admits G. Suppose (I is a nonzrro clement in B and .\: 
an clement in R such that NS 0. Then the annihilator cl of a contains p 
and X. But Q :r p’ h:r some p’ C-ASS (.-!) (MY I’- I IO >osition 8, p. 137) and hence 
P n’ by the masimality of k’. ‘I’hercf~)re 1.’ D and consequcrrtlv H is torsion- 
free as a module over the integral domain .S R, p. 
I,et F be the quotient field of .Y. Then b + 0 $ 1 is a S-monomorphism 
of I{ into Hc,, R +,:,s F and this induces a monomorphism <: 
G, - AutF /j(,., . Since .t Q%, G, i-d and then, by hypothesis, GR< E ‘I,. 
Hence also G, t 21. Now (; -l,B t 21 by construction, and therefore, bv con- 
dition (iv) on ?j, G c j), as required. 
Theorem 2 is now an immediate consequence. l:or bv l’roposition 3, 
x n S(R) ,.’ b for all fields R ,nid tiltIs Proposition 1 yields the result 
provided E is seen to satisfy the condition (il:) of ‘Theorem 4. Rut this is 
clear: in the notation of that condition, if K is t!le set of all elements in G 
that induce the identity automorphism on .I:R and on B, then G/K is soluble 
and K is hbelian since .-!(x I)(?* 1) 0 for all s, J in h*. 
BT:e remark that ‘Theorem 2 also has the following corollary. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let X be a class of groups satisfying conditions (i), (ii), 
(iii) qf Il’heorer~z 2. ‘I’hen X n S(R) < LZ fw every commutative rirq R. 
hoof. I f  G t.X n Q(R), choose a finite subset and a finitely generated 
X-subgroup I1 containin< g this. As in the proof of Proposition 3, we find a 
finitely generated subring .Y of R such that the submodule R generated by a 
set of R-generators of A is II-invariant and I-I :z .4ut, 11. (The fact that :I 
was a direct sum in Proposition 3 was not relevant to that ixut of the proof.) 
Now S is noctherian and hence f1 is soluble bv Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY. If G E B(R), for any commutative ring R, then L(G) = y(G) 
and this contains R(G) as a subgroup. 
Proof. I f  WC take X to be the class of groups generated by their Engcl 
elements, then Proposition 4 asserts that H = Gp{L(G) u R(G)} is locally 
soluble. Hence (e.g., by Theorem 4 of [9]), I-I is locally nilpotent and thus 
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equals 7(G). Since now R(G) < v(G), R(G) is a subgroup, by Lemma 14 
of [9]. 
2.2. Proof of Theorem 4. If  we take X to be the class of all groups in 
Proposition 1, then the proposition asserts that we only need to consider 
the case when R is a field. It is clear that we may even assume R to be alge- 
braically closed. The proof now follows the usual pattern for results of this 
type (cf., in particular, the proof of Theorem 9.4 in [II].) 
Let G < Aut, V, where c’ is a n-dimensional vector space over R. We 
shall prove G E ‘I) by an induction on ~2. If  IV is a G-invariant subspace such 
that 0 <: TV -; 17, then G, , G,, E ‘2, by induction and hence G E $l by 
condition (iv). So assume that 1’ is a simple RG-module. 
If  K <J G, then C’ is semi-simple as RK-module and we may write 
r - = ri, 0 . . . 0 F-~ , where each t’! is a direct sum of isomorphic: simple 
RK-modules and each simple summand of Vi is nonisomorphic to each in 
Ii for all i # j. Then G acts as a permutation group on (Vi , ..*, Vr} and the 
kernel H of this representation consists of all g in G that fix each I’, . I f  
Y ’ 1, then Hyl and E1,,, y  lie in 9 by the induction hypothesis and hence 
H E Vj by condition (iv). ‘i’hus G E 215 and hence G E ?I by condition (i). 
Henceforth we assume that for every K -3 G, 11~ is the direct sum of 
isomorphic simple RR-modules. If  K is Abelian then every element of K 
is a scalar multiple of the identity mapping (because R is algebraically closed). 
Let % be the subgroup of Aut, 1; consisting of all xl V, for x f  0 in R, 
and form G, == GZ. Then also G, _ I1z, where His the set of all elements in 
G, of determinant 1. By condition (ii), G E ‘2) if, and only if, G, E VJ and this 
holds if, and only if, N E ‘1,. 1Ve may therefore confine attention to H. 
Every Abelian normal subgroup of H is contained in z. Hence every 
nilpotent normal subgroup 5 of H has its center in %, and thus, since all 
elements are of determinant I, A\7 is finite (Lemma 9.3, [II]). Now q(N) is 
locally nilpotent and hence is soluble (by the theorem of Zassenhaus referred 
to in the proof of Lemma 1). Thus ~(1-1) is finite by Lemma 2, below, and 
consequently H E ?j), by condition (iii) on $2). 
The following lemma occurs as part of the argument on p. 40 of [If]. 
\Vc l+ish to refer to it again in the next section and therefore reproduce it 
for the convenience of the reader. 
LEMMA 2. If S is a soluble normal subgroup of a group G such that every 
nilpotent normal subgroup of G contained in S isJinite, then S itself is jinite. 
I’J,OOf. I,& &Y -z S’“’ -- S”’ \ ... .‘> SC”) Y 1 be the derived series of S. 
Suppose S(r) is finite and let C be the centralizer of St’) in So-i). Then C 
is normal in G, SC’-r)/C is finite and [C’, C] = 1 (because C’ < SC’)). Hence 
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C is finite, 1 h 7y ypothesis, so that S+l) is finite. Therefore S is finite, by an 
induction on k. 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREM 3 AND THEOREM 5 
3.1. Proof of Theorem 5. Since A satisfies the maximal condition on 
R-submodules, we may assume (cf. the proof of Proposition 1) that the action 
of A on A/B is nilpotent for every A-invariant nonzero submodule B but 
that the action of A on A is not nilpotent. Our aim is to produce a contra- 
diction. 
Precisely as in the proof of Proposition I, we construct a fully invariant 
nonzcro submodule B such that Up =m= 0 \vhere p is a prime ideal of R and B 
is torsion-free as R,‘p-module. It follows from 1,emma 2.2 of [lo] (cf. the 
remark at the end of the proof there, on 1). 447) that A has nilpotent action 
on B. Since the action on A-1;B is nilpotent by construction, the action on .-I 
is nilpotent and thus we have our desired contradiction. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let A be a finitely generated module over the noetherian 
ying R and G a subgroup of Aut, L-1. Suppose B is a G-invariant submodule 
and N a r~ormal subgroup of G such that 
A(h - 1) < B and B(h 1) -0 
for all h in H. Then li e G implies N < a,(G) fop. some$nite t. 
Pmof. I f  h t II, then a + B - a(h 1) is a well-defined mapping, 
call it 12’. Clearly h’ E Horn, (A/B, B) and h ---+ h’ is a monomorphism of f f  
into the additive group Horn, (AiB, B). 5 ,‘ince R is noetherian and *A is 
finitely generated, Horn, (izjB, B) is finitely generated as an R-module. 
Therefore the R-submodule generated by H’, call it M, is also finitely gene- 
rated over R. 
Now Horn, (A,‘R, B) is a G-module in the standard way: if 
p E Horn, (A/B, B) and g t G, 9,~ is the mapping 
a + B-t ((ag-’ pi- H) y)g. 
On the other hand, the Abelian normal subgroup fI is a G-module by cork- 
jugation. It is now easy to check that h ----f Iz’ is a G-module homomorphism. 
Hence [h, g]’ = h’(g - 1) for h in H and g in G. Therefore H e G implies 
that, for each g in G, g -- 1 acts as a locally nilpotent endomorphism on M. 
Now by Theorem 5, there is an integer t such that 
M(g, - 1) ... (gt - 1) = 0 
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for allg, , ..., g, in G. This implies [FI, g, , ..., gt] 1 for all g1 , .‘., gt in G, 
as required. 
3.2. We ask the reader to turn back to the two paragraphs immediately 
after the statement of Theorem 4 (in Section 1.4). He will then set: that in 
order to complete the proof of Theorem 3 we need now only verify condi- 
tions (i), (iii), and (iv) of Theorem 4 for the classes ?I, and & . 
ler@ation of condition (iv) . I,ct G c. Aut, il and suppose li is the 
intersection of the kernel of G--f G, B with the kernel of G -+ G, . Let I3 
be a locally nilpotcnt normal subgroup of G satisfying tl e G. If  GaiR E 21, 
and G:, E Yjl , then fk’;K is contained in ol(G/K). Now NnK c G and thus 
33 n K < U,(G) for some finite t, by Proposition 5. Hence ZI .:,. a(G). 
If  H ic G, then we argue with ?I2 in exactly the same way and show 
I3 ZY CC,;,(G) for some finite t + r. 
I~e17$cation of condition (iii). I f  H e G, where H is a normal subgroup 
of G contained in 7(G) and y(G) is finite, then H < a,(G) for some finite t, 
by Theorem 3.1 (i) of [IO] (with d\’ of that theorem equal to v(G)). 
F’eriJication of condition (i) . Let K be a normal subgroup of finite index 
in G and 33 a locally nilpotent normal subgroup. We suppose either (a) that 
H t G and 1V E Vjl or (h) that f3 1c G and A’ t ‘1,? . In either case, 
K =~ [H, ,.G] < N for some finite I’ (since 3 < g1 n ?)J. Now K : t(W) 
in case (a), while K ;< CX~(:\‘) for some finite s, in case (h). 
Let K,, = K n a,,(;V) for each h >> 0. Then K,a_,iK,, is a G:A\‘-module and 
hence, by Proposition 2.2 of [10], K,,+,jK,l < ~l,(G/k’,~) in case (a), while 
KA, Ii ‘K, I< a,,(G;R,) for some finite n, in cast(b). It folloLvs that K, and thcre- 
fore also I-I, is contained (a) in a(G) or (1)) in a,(G) for some finite f,  as the 
case may be. 
‘l’he proof of Theorem 3 is now complete. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 (iii) 
The class 3 of all groups of central height -< ~2 satisfies condition (iv) of 
Theorem 4. For let GAIB and GB be in 3 and suppose K is the meet of the 
kernel of G - GAie with the kernel of G - G, . I f  U is the inverse image 
in G of a,(G,,,) and I’the inverse image of OI,(GJ, then there exists a finite 
s such that 
M := [a(G), ,yG] < U n T. 
Hence MK/K < ol,(G/K), since clearly (CJ n V) K/K -< ol,(G/K). But 
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by Proposition 5, or(G) n K <: a,(G) for some finite t. Therefore AZ -i: a,,,(G), 
as required. 
It nou' follows from Proposition 1 that we only have to prove ‘l’hcorcm 1 (iii) 
for linear groups over a field. 1\Iorccver, without loss of generality, we mav 
suppose the field to be algebraically closed. 
Tet G E Y(F), wIlereP is an algcbraicallv closed field, and denote bv S the 
soluble radical of G (i.e., the unique maximal soluhlc normal subgroup of G). 
The existence of this radical was established by Zassenhaus [/.5] (cf. also [13], 
Theorem 8.12, p. 56). We wish to prove that 5’ contaim a trianguluble sub- 
group of finite index in S and normal in G. 
The best way to see this is to use the Zariski topology on G.” The closure, 
in this topology, of a soluble subgroup is itself soluble ([13], Corollary 2, 
p. 54) and therefore S is closed in G. It follows that the connected component 
of the identitv in S, call it I), is closed in G and hence is normal in G. But D 
has finite index in S ([13], Lemma 4.5, p. 28) and I> is triangulable by the 
theorem of Rolchin ([13], Theorem 4.1 I, 1). 30). 
Alternatively \ve may argue as follows. If  9 is the class of all groups in 
g(F) which possess a triangulable normal subgroup and of finite index in 
their soluhle radical, then it is easy to verify the four conditions listed in 
Thcorcm 4 for the class 1) (condition (iii) being an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 2). Hence a repeat of the argument used to establish Theorem 4 in 
the case when R was an algebraically closed field shows that g(F) m= $). (The 
reader should note however that 2) is hcrc not an abstract class of groups.) 
If  11 is the triangulable normal subgroup of G such that (S : D) is finite, 
then L1II : a(G) n I1 is a triangulable normal subgroup of G and (a(G) : M) 
is finite (because a(G) ‘.: S). iX o\v the remarks immediately preceding the 
statcmcnt of Proposition 2, in Section 1.5, show- that it only remains to 
establish that proposition. 
f’so?f of Proposition 2. Ixt G C> AutF J‘ and use an induction on the 
dimension of I’. Since 7’ is triangulable, there exists a common eigcnvector 
for the clemcnts of I’, say e. I,ct I: be the I;‘G-submodule generated by e and 
suppose IS 34 I-. Since eCy, for every R in G, is an eigenvector for all the 
elements of ‘I’, therefore 7’E is diagonable and 7’,,,, is triangulablc. Hence, 
by induction, Ir, z:- aC,,(GE) and T,, A,~(G~,.~). I f  Y,, is the subgroup of 
T consisting of all elements that induce the identity on I S’J? and on I:‘, then 
WC have shown that Tj7’a :< a,(G,‘ilYO). But T, -.< e,(G) for some finite f, 
by Proposition 5. Hence T .< cr,,(G), as required. 
Nova assume I:’ = I-, i.e., 7’ is diagonable. We may write 
[. /: /-. ... G>E,, ‘1 ‘x2,’ where each Bi is a direct sum of isomorphic simple 
F7’-modules and each simple summand of I:‘; is nonisomorphic to each in 
- I am indebted to Mr. B. Wehrfritz for showing me this short proof. 
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EJ ror all i f  j. Thus if t e 7’, the restriction of t to Ri is multiplication by 
some nonzcro scalar, call it i(t); and if i f  j, there exists t in T such that 
i(t) :kj(t). Every element of G inducts a permutation on {E, , ..., E,}. Let C 
be the kernel of this permutational representation of G. We assert (C’ is the 
centralizer of T in G. For if ,g centralizes T, then for any r in I<; and f  in T, 
(eg) t = (et),? = i(t) (eg), 
whence eg E E, . Thus g E C. Conversely, if g E C, 
(eg) t = i(t) (KY) = (i(t) e) ,e = (et) ,F, 
so that g centralizes T. It follows that 7’ is a G/C-module, where C;;C is a 
finite group. Now T c G implies T :.g q,(G), by Proposition 2.2 (ii) of [/O]. 
An interesting and still open clucstion concerning Theorem 1 (iii) was 
raised by Dr. Otto Kegcl. I f  G is a group of IZ x n matrices over a field, then 
we know that the central hciqht of G is at most w A k, for some ifinite k. 
Kcgel asks if k is bounded above by some integer depending only on II, and 
if so, what such a bound might be like. 
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